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G-REALM: Sustained Water Level Monitoring of Lake and Reservoirs

THE IMPORTANCE of information on GLOBAL CROP STATISTICS
USDA/FAS output global monthly crop conditions and crop production estimates.
Statistics are produced via a monthly operational USDA/OGA DSS process.
Estimates drive price discovery, trade and foreign policy, farm programs.

THE PROBLEM
Availability of stored water for irrigation is required, but an unknown, in many regional locations.
Such information maybe deemed “sensitive”, with denied or delayed access.

THE SOLUTION
Use of satellite radar altimetry to provide long-term and operational surface water levels for the
world’s largest lakes and reservoirs. “Levels” act as a proxy for storage volume. Satellite
continuity is assured and data is available in near real time.

IMPACTS
(USDA) Enhances the USDA/FAS DSS via improved knowledge of irrigation potential i.e., short
term agricultural drought (seasonal), and longer-term hydrological drought (multi year).

(USACE) Improves regional/global assessments regional security – in terms of water resources,
hydro-electric power production, and flood potential.

(Science) Contributes to climate change and basin-hydrology research investigations.



Funding partners
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• USDA/FAS for near real time operations

• NASA MEaSUREs program (Manager: Martha Maiden).
Making Earth System Data Records for Use in Research Environments
“Development of pre-SWOT ESDRs for Global Surface Water Storage Dynamics 
and River Discharge Predictors”, PI:  Prof. Dennis Lettenmaier, UCLA.

Running to FY19, this is non-operational, and looks to G-REALM for a one-off 
delivery of archival water level products (1992-2017) relevant to high latitude 
lakes and reservoirs that are outside the current region of USDA agricultural 
interest (<40deg South, > 25deg North).

• USACE no direct funding offered, but system software transition requested with 
“standby technical support”. However, data complexity ( new missions, long time 
lines), the tools always being somewhat in the research domain, lack of USACE 
technical expertise, G-REALM not being 100% automated, and the lack of 100% 
public access, placed this idea on a backburner.

G-REALM: Sustained Water Level Monitoring of Lake and Reservoirs
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G-REALM: Sustained Water Level Monitoring of Lake and Reservoirs

Current access to the 
Global Reservoir and Lake 
Monitor (G-REALM) is via 
the USDA/FAS 
Crop Explorer portal
https://ipad.fas.usda.gov/cropexplorer/



Application example
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G-REALM provides water level data in remote arid and semi-
arid regions where water resources vulnerability or poor
infrastructure affects regional security. Temporal resolutions 10-
35days across the 1992-2018 time span.

Example: Lake Dahuk (Mosul Dam, Iraq).
The largest dam in Iraq, the waters are a source for hydroelectric
power and spring and summer crop irrigation. Recharge depends
on snow melt in North-East Turkey.

The most dangerous reservoir in the world due to poor
construction and downstream flood potential. The water level has
been recently lowered to reduce pressure on the dam.

USDA/FAS regional analysts look to G-REALM products to help
assess summer crop statistics.

https://pecad.fas.usda.gov/highlights/2017/02/iraq/index.htm

G-REALM: Sustained Water Level Monitoring of Lake and Reservoirs
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Start of dam operations

Start of dam construction
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“Faster, better, smaller, more, AND maintain product continuity”

Improved system, accuracy, time coverage, and delivery

Greater number of lakes/reservoirs (~1,000)

Additional emphasis on capturing reservoirs in the 10-99km2 size range

Additional emphasis on capturing in-fills of newly completed dams

Provision of additional reservoir information – dead/flood levels, bathymetry

Introduction of test-case lake extent products for storage analysis

Introduction of test-case level products for wetlands and fish catch analysis

(New web site for test product access)

Continuity via Jason-CS and Sentinel series,
(additional storage products from Imagery/SWOT/ICESat-2/STRM)

Sustained Operations - USDA (in part) but seeking other sources
Sustained Technical Core Input – Gov (NASA?) directed funding?

G-REALM:     2018-2020 Stakeholder Expectations
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G-REALM: 
Increased Number of Water Bodies  via multiple altimeter platforms

Water body location and satellite overpass availability checks still ongoing – estimates place final numbers 
around 500 (≥100km2) and an additional 500 (10-99km2) in the mid-latitude range.
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G-REALM: Additional lakes from the ESA Sentinel satellite series (e.g. 
India)

Sentinel-3A Sentinel-3B
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G-REALM: Extending product time series to gain longer-term perspective
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G-REALM: Capturing the in-fills of new reservoirs
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G-REALM: Using all-sources data for current and future reservoir location

Zarfl et al., (2015) “A global boom in hydropower dam construction”, Aquat. Sci. 77:161-170 
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G-REALM: (Balkan region in detail)

A. Neslen, The Guardian, 27th Nov 2017 
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G-REALM: New Wetland Case Studies - Monitoring for Fish Catch Potential


